
Metalmesh

Acorn House, Sheepridge,
Ogbourne St. Andrew
Marlborough

Protect your vital support infrastructure to prevent interruptions
in supply of service. Note the tailor made door, just one of the benefits of 
using a UK manufacturer for the supply and Installation of your 
Data Suite Cages. Metalmesh Install teams are quite prepared to modify 
and reconfigure all mesh systems in addition to our own.

SERVER CAGES
Physical Security Specialists for subdivision of your Data 
Suites, including CPNI approved locks.
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Eurolocks either suited or 
individual.

50mm Square mesh for 
exclusion of personnel.

Securilath, LPC approved 
for heavier duty security 
with Anti Cut properties 
and finer mesh.

Systems for the exclusion of 
nuts & bolts preventing 
impromptu door creation 
and lack of tamper evidence.

Security fixings used where 
nothing better available. 
Not used on tubes, because 
they are ineffective.

Sentinel Locks to Security 6 
standard, ‘D’ handles as 
extras.

Options 1.

Old Seap 4 lock, now downgraded complete with Solent anti 
Sledge hammer Glass plate, which disables all three internal 
bolts upon striking.

Emergency exit internal
Handles protected to 
Prevent loading tape 
Workaround.

Old SEAP and CPNI locks 
including Restricted locks 
by special arrangement.

Emergency exit internal
Handles without protection
 in special areas.In in

CPNI Key locks also 
Available.

An individual Server security 
cage for one server cabinet 
including CPNI approved 
locks.

Underfloor Mesh, one of the most important points of the system. The large cavities below the 
suspended floor often need securing. The layout seldom mirrors the above floor partition due 
to services, obstructions or even varying floor levels. The mesh often needs to be flexible as 
modifications below floor are frequent in line with customers changing requirements. The 
piercing kit is a series of brackets that enable easy modification still requiring access to both 
sides of the partition to maintain security
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The panels are usually riveted 
for increased security, with 
Anti-Jemmy profiles covering 
panel joints.

Trays and services pass 
through the mesh facilated 
by means of the ‘piercing 
kit’.

Light bulb access also 
created by this method.

Sheet Steel panels available 
fo use between Hot and 
Cold aisles.

Mag Locks either fitted by 
us or others.

Low height sliding door 
tracks ensure high servers 
with low ceilings can be 
accomodated.

Server Cage Details 

Pierces retain flexibility 
whilst maintaining security.

In this pic the Piercing kit
Corners are in plated finish
just to Illustrate use of the 
Components. The standard
components match
In colour and finish.


